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Abstract. For the creation of inclusive design solutions, designers require relevant 
knowledge about a diversity of users throughout the design process. Besides 
understanding users’ needs and expectations, the ways in which users perceive and 
experience the environment contain valuable knowledge for designers. Since users’ 
perceptions and experiences are mainly tacit by nature, they are much more difficult 
to communicate and therefore more difficult to externalize. Hence, more insight is 
needed into the ways designers can build knowledge on Universal Design through 
direct user contact.     
In a project called ‘Light up for all’ architecture students are asked to design a light 
switch and socket, elegant, usable and understandable to the greatest extent possible 
by everyone. Two workshops with user/experts are organized in the first stages of 
the design process in which students could gain insight into users’ experiences and 
perceptions through direct contact. Three data collection techniques are used to 
analyze the teams’ design processes: (1) a design diary, (2) observations of the 
workshops and (3) a focus group.  
By means of analyzing collected qualitative data, we have identified three different 
design aspects that affect designers’ UD knowledge building process. First, findings 
give indications on values and limitations of working with selected design artefacts 
when externalizing users’ experiences. Second, the value of stories clearly affected 
designers’ deeper understanding about users’ experiences. Finally, results show that 
in some situations, designers encountered contradictory information between 
observations and verbal conversations. These insights may help researchers to better 
understand designers’ process of building knowledge on UD from users’ 
experiences and perceptions, which may result in better incorporating users’ 
experiences when designing for everyone. 

Keywords. Design process, tacit and explicit knowledge, embodied user knowledge, 
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1. Introduction 

The social, academic and political field embraces Universal Design (UD), Design for All 

(DfA) or Inclusive Design (ID) more and more as a strategy to move towards a more 

sustainable and inclusive world. Demographic changes, the increasingly aging 

population as well as a drive for equal opportunities result in a continuous search for 

design that supports everyone, regardless of age, gender, abilities, ethnicity, profession, 

situation, perceptions or experiences.  
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Although the terms Universal Design (UD), Design for All (DfA) and Inclusive 

Design (ID) have a different background as well as a different geographical origin, their 

driving goals are very closely related to one another. In this paper, these three terms are 

therefore considered as synonyms. In line with various authors, we relate UD more to a 

process than to an objective or final design result [1-5]. Dong [6] nicely phrases this: “If 

we think ‘design’ as a process of examining a problem and creating a solution, then 

‘Universal Design’ brings the perspective of real people into the process, inspiring a 

multitude of viewpoints and innovative ideas.” In this regard, the term Universal 

Desinging, coined by Steinfeld and Tauke [7], clearly articulates this non-stop process 

with continuous feedback of diverse people. 

1.1. Universal Designing as a process of knowledge building 

Designing is generally seen as a process of design making, leading most often to the 

design of a product. We will however look at designing—and more specifically at 

Universal Desinging—as a process of continuously building knowledge on UD [8, 9]. 

Next to the process of making, each design process is simultaneously a process in which 

designers as well as other stakeholders learn about innumerable design aspects. 

Designers gradually gather knowledge about the nature of the design problem throughout 

the design process [10]. Looking at the design process from the perspective of a 

knowledge building process is not new in the domain of, for example, Knowledge 

Management [e.g., 11, 12]. However, this specific perspective offers opportunities in the 

domain of UD to focus on the actual exchange of user data, information and knowledge 

between designers and other stakeholders, and how it affects building knowledge on UD.  

“Knowledge on people is essential in order to come up with informed and inspired 

design interventions” [13]. Designers need to be able to actively interpret user data and 

information in order to gain personal knowledge that can be integrated in specific design 

situations [14]. In this respect, little is known about the ways in which designers actually 

build knowledge on UD throughout the design process and which types of knowledge 

are important for designers to design more inclusive products, services or buildings. In 

this paper, we specifically focus on how designers can build knowledge on UD through 

direct user contact in the context of design workshops with user/experts [15]. In additions, 

we examine which aspects affect this process of knowledge building. Before elaborating 

on the experiment that has been set up to examine these issues, it is important to identify 

knowledge on UD and set our specific research focus within this comprehensive domain.  

2. Knowledge on Universal Design 

2.1. Learning from users’ experiences and perceptions 

When looking at Universal Desinging as a process of building knowledge on UD, it is 

important to look at which types of knowledge designers need throughout this process. 

Designers generally tend to focus on learning from hard facts, measurements and 

requirements that are easy to communicate [16]. However, according to several authors, 

rich and softer kinds of information on users’ experiences and perceptions could help 

designers to better understand users’ backgrounds and to be able to situate this 

information in a wider context [17-20]. This information is more context-dependent [21],  
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not only explaining ‘what’ or ‘how’, but also ‘why’ users experience and perceive the 

environment the way they do [17]. Learning from people’s experiences can serve as a 

rich source of inspiration and ideation for designers. [22-24].  

Sleeswijk Visser and colleagues [25] refer to this issue with the term ‘rich 

experience information’, which is “an umbrella term for all factors that influence how a 

person perceives and feels about the situation he/she is in […]. The context can include 

the physical location (objects, temperature, daylight, noise), social factors (who is 

around and who is not around), cultural factors (values, background) and time” [25]. 

Pallasmaa addresses similar issues as well, but he refers to the term ‘embodied 

experiences’ [26-29] and looks at corresponding contextual factors as those defined by 

Sleeswijk Visser, but from the specific point of view of our senses. Various definitions 

characterise experiences as situated and holistic [30, 31]. They are very personal, 

“composed out of tangible (e.g., physical needs, space requirements, ergonomic issues) 

and intangible (e.g., emotional needs, values) aspects“ [31]. This makes users’ 

experiences not easy to extract, although this is crucial in order to design for them [25]. 

2.2. Tacit and explicit knowledge as an intertwining knowledge spectrum 

There are many views on knowledge and on knowledge types [32], such as propositional 

knowledge, procedural knowledge, episodic knowledge, experiential knowledge, 

declarative, knowledge, codified knowledge, tacit and explicit knowledge, transferable 

knowledge… [e.g., 10, 21, 33, 34-37]. Some of them overlap in meaning and others have 

various synonyms, which makes it rather confusing to understand the concept of 

knowledge in general [38], and design knowledge in particular. However, which 

knowledge types are important when building knowledge on UD for the specific purpose 

of learning from users’ experiences and perceptions through direct user contact?  

In this paper, we will focus on one of the knowledge pairs that appear to be crucial 

for building knowledge on UD [39], namely tacit and explicit knowledge. Explicit 

knowledge is easy to verbalize and to communicate with others. Tacit knowing is more 

intuitive, unarticulated by nature [35] and much more difficult to capture or reveal than 

explicit knowledge [34]. Polanyi [35] describes tacit knowing as follows: “We know 

more than we can tell”. The knowing is in the action itself by “intelligently doing 

something in an intuitive manner” [40]. For example, “knowledge tied to the senses, 

tactile experiences, movement skills, intuition, unarticulated mental models, or implicit 

rules of thumb is tacit” [41]. The knowing is deeply rooted in people’s actions, 

experiences and values, or as Schön [42] puts it, it is the knowing-in-action which is 

mainly tacit by nature. 

Interestingly, literature shows how knowledge will most likely exist out of a 

combination of tacit as well as explicit knowledge, instead of entirely being tacit or 

explicit. This is also addressed by Hildreth and Kimble [43] as ‘the duality of knowledge’. 

A scheme developed by Wong and Radcliffe [44] nicely shows how each ‘knowledge 

piece’ contains a varying level of tacit as well as explicit knowledge.  
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Figure 1. Spectrum of explicitness/tacitness of knowledge, adapted from Wong & Radcliffe (2000). 

 

As shown on this figure, knowledge may include partially tacit as well as explicit 

knowledge. Thus, when we speak of tacit or explicit knowledge, we refer to the main 

type of knowledge in the action or experience although both knowledge types are most 

probably inherently present. When looking at this figure from the perspective of 

knowledge on people’s more deeply rooted experiences or perceptions, they are more 

tacit in nature and thus situated at the left part of the figure. 

2.3. Externalizing tacit knowledge 

In previous paragraphs, we have argued how people’s experiences and perceptions are 

mainly tacit by nature. For the purpose of gaining more insight into how designers 

building knowledge on people’s experiences and perceptions, the question is raised if 

tacit knowledge can be externalised. Although some researchers argue that tacit 

knowledge cannot be made explicit, most research points out that it is possible to make 

tacit knowing at least partially explicit in order to learn from it [22, 25, 45, 46].  

Polanyi nuances both views by stating that tacit knowing can become explicit to a 

certain degree, but explicit knowledge cannot completely replace its counterpart. He uses 

the example of the skills of a driver. You cannot learn how to drive by only getting the 

theory, without doing and experiencing the act of driving yourself. A similar example 

more closely linked to designing for diversity deals with exploring a new space without 

sight. Some people who are blind often orient themselves by means of a cane, using it to 

explore a new space in order to get familiarized with that space. They have learned how 

to make meaning of what they feel at the tip of the cane through experience. When 

teaching this technique to people who are not used to handling a cane or exploring a 

room without sight, this is very difficult to articulate [35]. Consequently, a lot of training 

and an extended learning experience may be necessary since this ability is mainly tacit 

by nature [47]. However, as Wong and Radcliffe argue, some parts of this knowledge 

can also be made explicit. This can be demonstrated by looking at existing published 

research (which is per definition explicit). For example, researchers have externalized 

tacit knowledge by studying how people who are blind explore spaces and found, for 

example, different patterns in the routes used by blind people [e.g., 48, 49, 50]. The two 

examples above show how, in line with Polanyi’s reasoning, mainly tacit knowledge in 

people’s experiences and perceptions can be externalized, although a part will remain 

difficult to make explicit.  
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This leaves us with the following question: How can tacit knowledge be 

externalized? Stappers and Sanders [22, 51], for example, discuss various research 

techniques to externalize tacit and even latent needs, such as generative techniques or 

observations. The use of design artefacts are interesting as well to discuss as a way to 

elicit tacit knowledge. Design artefacts are often central to the design process. The use 

of design artefacts is diverse as well as endless, and its importance is generally clearly 

acknowledged [52, 53]. Design artefacts tend to be rich in meaning [54]; and when 

interacting with other stakeholders, they can be used, for example, to mediate 

understanding, to distribute information, to get input from different stakeholders, to 

discuss design problems, to explore solutions, to keep a legitimate record of the decision-

making process... [55-58]. Since design artefacts are found to be very suited to examine 

how tacit and explicit knowledge is developed, translated and exchanged [59], they are 

invaluable to investigate designers’ knowledge building process as important ‘artefacts 

of knowing’ [59].  

3. Set-up design workshops ‘Light Up for all” 

3.1. Research Methodology 

An experiment was set up to study how designers build knowledge on UD through direct 

user contact in design workshops. Eleven second year bachelor architecture students (7 

female – 4 male) between 19 and 21 years old at the time of the experiment, participated 

in this project. None of the design students had preceding knowledge on UD, neither 

theoretical knowledge nor practical experience. Since it was new to them, an introduction 

on the theory behind UD was given next to explaining the design task. Students were 

divided into two groups of five and six students (resp. group 1 and group 2). Within the 

timeframe of thirteen weeks, design students were asked to design an inclusive light 

switch and socket. Workshops took place in a UD Living Lab in Hasselt, Belgium [60] 

since different light switches and sockets could be tested there. Both design teams were 

given the same design task and initial information at the start of the design process. They 

were both asked to organize three workshops: 

 Workshop 1: simulation workshop  

 Workshop 2: workshop with user/experts  

 Workshop 3: workshop with user/experts  

 

Although the three workshops were mandatory, design students were free to fill 

them in themselves. Thus, a guiding frame was given to them as well as specific dates to 

organize the three workshops, but the ways in which design students approached every 

step was open for own interpretation. This guiding frame was necessary to ensure that 

both design teams had direct user contact. Moreover, by organizing the workshops in a 

controlled setting and time frame, conditions for observation could be optimized. The 

following scheme gives an overview of the participants in workshops two and three, 

consisting of eleven user/experts and two master students Occupational Therapy. The 

latter supported the other user/experts and participated in the workshops from the 

perspective of other user groups that were not present at that time. In line with Ostroff, 

the terms ‘user/expert’ is defined here as people who have “developed natural experience 
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in dealing with the challenges of our built environment. […] These diverse people have 

developed strategies for coping with the barriers and hazards they encounter everyday. 

The experience of the user/expert is usually in strong contrast to the life experience of 

most designers […] [15].” 

 

Table 1. Overview of participants in workshops two and three. 

 

3.2. Collecting Research Data 

Different data sources were used to enhance data credibility [61] and to gain insight into 

students’ design activities inside as well as outside workshops:  

 direct observations of workshops 

 design artefacts  

 personal design diaries  

 focus group with design teams 

 

Observing and analyzing stakeholders’ design conversations and actions play a 

central part when examining the UD knowledge building process. In addition, design 

artefacts are a rich source of data as well to exchange knowledge and information 

between participants and designers [58, 62]. All design artefacts used throughout the 

design process were collected, registered and analyzed. In addition, the design diary is 

found to be an effective technique, specifically to elicit certain aspects of one’s own 
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design activity amenable to verbal articulation [63]. For this research, design students 

were asked to make notes and/or draw during the entire design process in a personal 

‘Light-up-my-day book’.  

Finally, 2 focus group groups (i.e., one with group 1 and one with group 2) were 

conducted at the end of the design process in order to check and verify the researcher’s 

interpretations of gathered research data. Furthermore, it allowed the researcher to go 

into detail on issues mentioned by one or more students [61]. As such, a rich scale of 

data sources could be gathered to investigate designers’ knowledge building process 

from different perspectives. 

4. Results 

Before we could analyze the results of this study regarding our research questions, it was 

important to investigate whether the final design results of the two design teams actually 

integrate inclusive design elements. Results of this analysis show that design students 

consciously aimed at enhancing diverse users’ capabilities, since sensory, cognitive as 

well as motion capabilities were represented in the different design outcomes. However, 

this analysis is not the primary focus of this paper and will not be further discussed here. 

In this paper, we focus on the ways designers build knowledge on UD through direct 

user contact in design workshops. Findings show three specific aspects that appeared to 

be decisive here when building knowledge on UD. Each of these aspects will be 

discussed in the following paragraphs.  

4.1. Design artefacts as crucial reference point for designers and users 

In this particular experiment, it was important that designers shared and developed ideas 

with user/experts for the specific purpose of gaining insight into diverse users’ 

experiences and perceptions regarding an inclusive light switch and socket. When 

analyzing research data, design artefacts appeared to be central in the communication 

with user/experts throughout the design process. Interestingly, two-dimensional plans or 

other types of drawings, which are often applied in traditional design processes [53, 64], 

were not used for communication with user/experts throughout the design process. 

Students seemed to consider drawings as less useful when actively testing users’ 

experiences. The interaction with children, older people, people who are blind… 

stimulated them to apply other types of design artefacts. Design students developed quite 

an amount of design artefacts especially considering the short timeframe (i.e., thirteen 

weeks).  

Figures 2 and 3 give an overview of the design artefacts that were used by the two 

design teams to learn from user/experts in each stage of the design process. The arrows 

on the overview show how information led to new design artefacts in which this 

information was processed.  
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Figure 2. Overview design artefacts, group 1. 

 

Figure 3. Overview design artefacts, group 2. 
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These figures 2 and 3 show how both design teams focused on two specific types of 

artefacts, namely prototypes2 and fragment-models3. Design teams considered both types 

of design artefacts to be very valuable to gain information and knowledge from 

participants. Most fragment-models aimed at answering very specific questions, such as: 

What size of symbols is useful for you? What form of symbols is useful from a visual 

and haptic perspective? Which degree of light intensity do you prefer? …  Scale models 

were not used. It may be assumed that there was no need to use scale models because of 

the small scale of light switches and sockets. 

 

Design students indicated that the use of design models (in this case, prototypes and 

fragment-models) helped them to gain useful information from user/experts directly 

linked to a specific design.  

“I think we have gained most information through the use of 

design models. We then knew instantly what was possible for 

people and what not; What do they value or find important […] 

People directly told us their experiences and perceptions. This 

helped us to move on to a next [adapted] design model”.  

Various examples show how the use of prototypes and fragment-models provided 

participants with the means to discuss their experiences, which were often difficult, or 

even impossible, to discuss without any reference point. We will illustrate this with two 

examples in which design artefacts acted as an invaluable point of reference for both 

designers and participants. The first example deals with a prototype and the second 

example with a fragment-model. 

Group 2 showed a prototype of a socket in workshop three (see Figure 4). It had 

grooves intending to support people to slide the pins of the socket into the two holes, 

since this appeared to be a problem for many people, according to students’ findings in 

workshops one and two. Although the idea was very difficult to verbally describe, 

user/experts directly understood students’ intentions when seeing the prototype. 

User/experts could immediately experience its use. One person with reduced strength 

and motion capabilities (23-M2) still experienced difficulties placing the pins in the two 

holes, despite the additional grooves. However, together with the user/experts, the design 

team came up with the idea of funnel-shaped openings instead of grooves, which 

appeared to be a good solution for all participating user/experts. Thus, although design 

students tried to come up with a solution for a very relevant issue, their design translation 

appeared to be not suitable for all. By directly testing this, design students got very 

focused feedback on this aspect. Students of group 2 did not only understand afterwards 

how they misinterpreted the collected user information from workshops one and two, 

they also found a suitable, more inclusive solution for all participating user/experts. 

 

 
2 The term ‘prototype’ is used to refer to models of full-scale products. 
3 To the best of our knowledge, we did not find an appropriate term to describe design models of a specific 
part of the design, meaning a model that focuses on one design element in particular (e.g. symbols, light 
intensity...) Since this difference is important for our analysis, we will use the term ‘fragment-model’ here. 
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Figure 4: Prototype of a socket shown in workshop three – group 2. 

 

The second example deals with the development of various fragment-models regarding 

‘lighting’ in workshop two by group 1 (see Figure 5). One of these models examined 

different ways of integrating lighting: (1) indirect light coming from aside, (2) indirect 

light accentuating a symbol and (3) direct light in the form of a symbol. Mock-ups were 

tested in different situations: light and dark rooms, looking at the fragment-models from 

a close or further distance... Participants could instantly experience what was best for 

them. When students would have discussed this issue without any design artefact, it 

would have been much harder for user/experts to give effective feedback. Here too, a 

reference point was indispensable to compare users’ personal experiences. In the end, 

students learned that user/experts preferred indirect lighting to be able to locate the light 

switch. However, all three fragment-models were experienced as too bright. User/experts 

preferred more subtle light. Especially in darker rooms when they wanted to sleep this 

light was experienced as ‘disturbing’ by user/experts.     

 

Figure 5: Fragment-models regarding to light in workshop two – group 1. 

 

These two examples show that participants immediately understood what designers 

wanted to know by means of a tangible design artefact. On the one hand, the prototypes 

and fragment-models provided the information needed to share these ideas. This 

understanding was crucial for user/experts to be able to give efficient feedback. 

Moreover, user/experts had a clear reference point, a kind of basic starting point, to refer 

to when describing their highly personal experiences, which are difficult to express. They 

could feel, see or try them out. This way, the artefacts acted as a starting point to refer to 
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for user/experts when giving feedback to design students. Thus, it considerably helped 

participants to transfer knowledge and information to the design students.  

For design students on the other hand, prototypes as well as fragment-models helped 

to directly relate to users’ feedback. This was especially the case for prototypes, as 

indicated by one of the students. Since user/experts could demonstrate what did or did 

not work for them and by actually performing, design students seemed to better 

comprehend participants’ feedback. Moreover, this user feedback tended to be much 

more focused, which helped designers to get more useful and directly translatable 

information. However, this focused information may also have its limitations, since 

important aspects may be forgotten or left out of the discussion. For example, if a specific 

prototype did not function for someone, it seemed to be much harder to get additional 

feedback on other design elements of the prototype (e.g., texture, symbols, size…, 

researcher’s observations). These elements may have been not useful for that specific 

design, but it would have been usable information for other designs.  

4.2. Value of stories about personal experiences to understand underlying reasoning 

During workshops two and three, several user/experts told ‘personal stories’ to 

explain issues they needed to conquer in their daily lives concerning light switches and 

sockets. Most of the time, this occurred when user/experts where triggered by specific 

design artefacts. In various stories the embodied experience in relation to space (and in 

this case the discussed object) was central. Describing past experiences (i.e., memories), 

whether positive or negative, appeared to give design students more insight into how 

user/experts experienced their environment. For example, the following personal story 

was told by a user/expert who is blind (2-M5) and described afterwards by one of the 

design students:  

“Many things, amongst which light switches and sockets, 

seem so self-evident for me while it sometimes is not as useful for 

some as I expected. For example, a person who is blind [told] 

that he often switched the light on without noticing what he did. 

This is why he did not want to have push buttons unless they 

clearly indicate if the lights are on or off. […] Afterwards, this 

may seem very logic, but it is so easy to forget these people […] 

throughout the design process.”  

 

This experience was confirmed by other visually impaired user/experts during 

workshops two and three (2-F9, 3-F6). For example, another user/expert (3-F6) described 

a similar situation. She did not know that the light was off while she was sitting in the 

living room. When people entered the room, they did not expect somebody to be there. 

Consequently, she appeared to unwillingly scare people since she was sitting there 

quietly in the dark. The memory of situations in which user/experts did not know if the 

lights were on or off was experienced as being ‘frustrating’ for the consulted blind 

user/experts. The examples above and other analyzed research data clearly indicated how 

both design teams highly valued this kind of information. These personal stories 

appeared to work as an eye opener for design students to better understand the true impact 

of design on users’ daily lives, even for such a small design element as a light switch or 

a socket.  
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Through this personal story indicating how the participating blind user/expert 

struggled with knowing if the lights were on or off, it became clear to students that people 

who are blind did not experience push buttons as inclusive. In addition, they learned how 

standard light switches do not offer sufficient information for people who are blind since 

haptic properties for knowing if the light is on/off are generally absent. Consequently, 

both design teams focused in their final design proposals on the possibility to know 

whether the light is on or off without sight (see final design proposal in figures 1 and 2). 

Group 1 responded to this by making a light switch that always goes off when pushing 

on the lower side of the button and always goes on when pushing the upper side. 

Moreover, symbols indicate which side is on or off. Group 2 designed a sliding system 

where it is clear when the light is on or off by seeing and feeling the position of the 

switch. This personal story clearly clarified to both design teams why user/experts who 

are blind disliked push buttons. A better understanding of these ‘why-questions’ through 

personal stories clarified the actual design problem, as confirmed by other studies [e.g., 

17]. As such, comprehension of underlying reasoning in users’ feedback resulted for both 

design teams in an effective design translation. 

The example given may be more related to explicit than to tacit user information. 

However Luck [65] indicates that descriptive narratives—described here as personal 

stories—also contribute to elicit tacit knowledge and to allow designers to gain insight 

into users’ mindset: “When an individual shares their personal perceptions, which are 

based on their experience this can give the designer insight into the factors that influence 

a disabled person’s experience of an environment” [65]. Thus, personal stories do not 

show embodied users’ experiences as knowledge-in-action, but they do enable designers 

to elicit tacit and explicit knowledge from users’ past daily life experiences. 

4.3. Influence of habitual actions on building knowledge on UD 

Analysis of the experiment shows a third aspect that was decisive when building 

knowledge on UD, namely users’ habitual actions and memories. In contrast to two 

previous aspects, this third aspect deals with pitfalls when building knowledge on UD 

through direct user contact. Most people are very familiar with how light switches and 

sockets generally look like and how they are used. People are trained from early 

childhood to use them, without really questioning their usability or comfort. They have 

created their own image and their own habits for using them. Design students 

experienced several situations in which these habits and memories considerably affected 

the knowledge transfer process in different ways. We will highlight two examples in 

which habitual habits and memories played a crucial role in design students’ knowledge 

building process. 

4.3.1. Critically observing habitual actions 

Throughout the design process, several situations occurred in which the design team’s 

critical reflection was required regarding participants’ habitual actions. In this example, 

there was a gap between users’ actions and their verbal feedback. After workshop two, 

group 2 asked additional user feedback in a residential care center to decide which of the 

three improved prototypes would be chosen as a final design result and to make final 

changes to the chosen prototype. Design students intentionally did not want to explain 

their prototypes to user/experts of the residential care center in order to first observe how 

they used them. In doing so, they noticed that people instinctively started pushing the 
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buttons of two prototypes (see Figure 6) while they were actually turning buttons. The 

system to use these prototypes was not clear to the users. Users’ actions provided design 

students with clear indications that the prototypes were not intuitive in use. Interestingly, 

when asking afterwards which prototype user/experts preferred, they answered that all 

three models were equally good and they were all easy to use. Since actions and answers 

were contradicting, students critically reflected on user/experts’ feedback, concluding 

that users’ answers were probably ‘socially desirable answers’ towards the design 

students (which the people of the residential care center did not know and only shortly 

met). Therefore, the choice for the final design was not based on users’ verbal feedback, 

but on design students’ observations of users’ habitual performances. If the design team 

would have only relied on users’ explicit answers, they may have concluded that all three 

prototypes fulfilled users’ needs. Thus, in this situation, design students learned more 

from critically observing users’ habitual actions, which gave useful information on the 

intuitive use of the prototypes.  

 

Figure 6. Design artefacts – group 2. 

 

This example shows how users’ habits affected designers’ knowledge building 

process. Design students’ critical reflection and conscious interpretation of users’ 

feedback helped to draw conclusions. Knowledge gained by means of observations 

considerably influenced the decision-making process and led the design team to another 

design result than when only relying on explicit information expressed by user/experts. 

Observations are generally valued as a useful method to gain information and knowledge 

about users [66]. Students acknowledged that observations helped them to elicit more 

embodied user experiences in different situations throughout the design process and, in 

this case, it gave them additional interesting information on the usability and intuitive 

use of products. 

4.3.2. Habitual actions and out-of-the-box thinking  

We have already indicated how familiar actions (i.e., turning on the light) influence the 

way people understand and use the environment. In addition, the analysis shows how 

design students experienced that the choice for a type of design artefact influenced users’ 

capability to think out-of-the-box. For example, group 2 made use of existing light 

switches and sockets to gain general insight into people’s experiences. When discussing 

these existing, already familiar products with user/experts, it appeared to be more 

difficult to discuss other deviating or innovative ideas. One student explained how users 

were “restrained to think about other possibilities”; moreover ”they were more focused 

on what already existed”.  
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In addition, not all user/experts appeared to be critical about their experience with 

familiar products, according to the design students. Most of the user/experts from group 

2 experienced a traditional socket as a usable product that did not need specific 

improvements. One student indicated that “many participants preferred the current light 

switch to push because it is used almost everywhere. However, this light switch is not 

ideal for everyone”. As such, some users’ feedback was in contrast to students’ own 

experiences as well as to their observations. Students therefore presumed that 

participants may have reacted this way because these actions have become a habit to 

them or they did not critically reflect how it could be different since they have always 

known this type of socket. This example confirms how designers needed to critically 

reflect on the reasoning behind people’s feedback. In addition, it shows that designers 

need to be aware that using familiar design artefacts—in this case existing light switches 

and sockets—may hold people back from thinking more critically and out-of-the-box. 

Nevertheless, students indicated as well that these artefacts helped them to gain more 

general insight into different design elements at the start of the design process. 

5. Discussion and conclusions 

In this paper, we have looked at UDing as a process of building knowledge on UD 

through direct user contact. We have examined the ways in which designers can build 

knowledge from diverse users’ experiences and perceptions and, more specifically, 

which aspects affect this knowledge building process. Before elaborating on the 

conclusions, it is important to emphasize that this experiment in which two design 

workshops with user/experts were organized, has taken place in an educational setting 

with bachelor architecture students who had no preceding knowledge of UD. This 

particular context needs to be considered when interpreting the results of this paper.  

Findings show different influential aspects, namely (1) ‘artefacts of knowing’ as a 

crucial reference point, (2) the value of stories on designers’ deeper understanding and 

(3) the influence of habitual actions which require designers to think critically when 

building knowledge on UD. When bringing findings from this study together, we can 

draw some initial conclusions. Design artefacts, which are central in designers’ daily 

design practice [59], have a huge impact on the process of building as well as sharing 

knowledge on UD. Findings suggest that well-chosen design artefacts can act as a strong 

shared design language. They can improve the inclusion of exchanging knowledge 

between, in this case, design teams and participants of the design workshops. In 

particular in the field of co-designing, the concept of a shared design language has been 

identified in the literature as a strong tool that can be used by designers/researchers and 

stakeholders to communicate with one another [19, 51, 67]. An understandable design 

language can support users to comprehend the design and how design solutions meet 

diverse users’ requirements and aspirations. The better users understand the design 

proposals, the better they can react and give useful and effective feedback to the design 

teams. In the experiment, design artefacts clearly act as an essential reference point for 

designers as well as users to evaluate and discuss experiences which are often hard to 

communicate. For example, the fragment-model was crucial to gain knowledge about 

user/experts’ most comfortable level of light intensity. Design artefacts can serve as a 

trigger to reveal users’ understanding and knowledge, which consequently helps to make 

the design more meaningful for users as well as other stakeholders [58]. 
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In addition, designers truly valued stories in which users explained their experiences 

and feelings. These stories helped them to gain a deeper understanding of users’ 

experiences. In the experiment, the stories were often related to design artefacts. Luck 

and colleagues [58, 62, 68, 69], who mainly focus in their research on the social process 

as an essential part of the design process, argue how knowledge and understanding can 

be gained when communicating about design artefacts through the use of talk as well as 

gestures. This is also acknowledged in early work from a.o. Cross and colleagues in 

which they show how drawing and talking together enable the design process to work 

[70]. We add that, next to this strong link between design artefacts and a meaningful 

conversation, a critical observation is an essential part to building knowledge on UD 

through direct user contact. Some types of design artefacts require critical thinking from 

the designers, since they negatively influence users’ ability to, for example, think-out-

of-the box. This too, is important when choosing the types of design artefact to use 

throughout the design process. The selection of suited design artefacts therefore needs to 

be actively considered throughout design processes, and UD processes in particular. 

Combining knowledge and information from these three different perspectives helps 

designers to come up with funded design decisions and knowledge on UD. These insights 

may direct designers as well as researchers in better incorporating users’ experiences 

when designing for everyone. 
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